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1 The development of the image of the goddess appearing on Parthian tetradrachms in
the guise of Tyche and her identification are discussed in connection with the various
stages of Arsacid history. The latter is divided in four broad phases: the birth of the
empire (247-171 BCE), its expansion (171-70 BCE), the period in which Parthia was an
international  power  (70  BCE-51  CE),  and  the  final  one  up  to  the  end  (from  51  CE
onwards).  The  image  of  the  goddess  appears  after  the  conquest  of  Seleucia  in  the
second phase, when it must be identified with the Hellenistic deity. By the third period,
also in connection with the introduction on coins of investiture scenes, the deity has
become a « Parthian Tyche », a characterization strengthened in the last phase. 
2 This figure is to be identified either with Anahita or Ashi, but with a broader range of
functions, which included to cater for the well-being of the Parthian empire as a whole,
as paralleled by the personification of Commagene at Nimrud Dagh and Samosata.
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